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“�The�development�of�quantum�technology�has�great�scientific�

significance�and�strategic�value.�It�is�a�major�disruptive�

technological innovation that impacts and reconstructs  

the traditional technology system, and will lead a new round  

of�technological�revolution�and�industrial�transformation.”� 

– Xi Jinping, President of the People’s Republic of China (2020)



E X E C U T I V E 
S U M M A R Y

Quantum computing is evolving from the theoretical to the practical. 
Today, several quantum computers at global institutions can complete 
certain�tasks�orders�of�magnitude�faster�than�any�classical�supercomputer.�
Although quantum computers’ current abilities are more demonstrative 
than�immediately�useful,�their�trajectory�suggests�that�in�the�coming�
decades quantum computers will likely revolutionize numerous industries—
from pharmaceuticals to materials science—and eventually undermine all 
popular current public-key encryption methods and plausibly boost the 
speed�and�power�of�AI.

China has recently emerged as a major player in quantum computing. 
Since�the�mid-2010s,�the�Chinese�government�has�publicly�identified�quantum�
computing�as�a�key�strategic�technology�for�its�economy�and�national�security.�
China has leveraged robust human capital, monetary investment, and policy 
support to successfully narrow its admitted gap with the United States’ 
growing�quantum�abilities.

Booz Allen analyzed how China’s emergent quantum-computing capabilities 
may shape its cyber operations. This paper evaluates the state of quantum 
computing�today�globally�and�in�China�and�projects�when�different�expected�
quantum-computing�capabilities�may�become�possible.�The�report�then�looks�
at these capabilities through the lens of Chinese economic and national 
security�priorities�to�anticipate�changing�targets�and�objectives�of�Chinese�
state-aligned�cyber�operations.�

We assessed these issues to help CISOs manage risk related to an 
adversary with top-tier quantum-computing capabilities. Quantum 
computing is non-intuitive; understanding its security impact is challenging, 
and�its�future�development�timeline�is�murky.�Our�research�found�that�China’s�
current capabilities and long-term goals related to quantum computing will 
very�likely�shape�the�near-term�targets�and�objectives�of�its�cyber-enabled�
espionage.�The�more�CISOs�know�about�these�emerging�risks,�the�better�able�
they�will�be�to�address�them�in�strategic�risk-mitigation�plans.�

Why Booz Allen Wrote This Report

Many organizational leaders and 
chief�information�security�officers�
(CISOs)�lack�insight�into�the�
practical importance of quantum 
computing and how to manage 
related�risks.�They�don’t�know�how�
and when the technology might 
become useful—and how it might 
shape the behavior of threat actors 
such as China, a persistent cyber 
adversary of government and 
commercial organizations globally 
and�a�major�developer�of�quan-
tum-computing�technology.�This�
report�describes�(1)�the�state�of�
quantum-computing maturity 
globally�and�in�China,�(2)�possible�
quantum-computing uses and 
their development timeframes, 
and�(3)�the�assessed�influence�of�
the�uses�on�Chinese�threat�activity.

What Booz Allen Found

Chinese threat groups will likely 
soon collect encrypted data with 
long-term�utility,�expecting�to�
eventually decrypt it with quantum 
computers.�By�the�end�of�the�
2020s, Chinese threat groups will 
likely collect data that enables 
quantum simulators to discover 
new economically valuable 
materials, pharmaceuticals, and 
chemicals.�Quantum-assisted�
artificial�intelligence�(AI),�mean-
while, is unlikely to emerge or 
influence�adversary�behavior�in�the�
foreseeable�future.

What Booz Allen Recommends

Booz�Allen�recommends�CISOs�
manage strategic risk associated 
with�quantum�computers’�influence�
on�Chinese�cyber�threats�by:�(1)�
conducting threat modeling to 
assess changes to organizational 
risk,�(2)�developing�an�organizational�
strategy for deploying post-quantum 
encryption,�and�(3)�educating�
personnel�and�staying�informed.�
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Anticipated Quantum 
Computing Threats from China

Theft of fundamental pharmaceutical,  
chemical, and material science research  
for use in quantum-assisted simulations

Theft�of�encrypted�data�with�an�expectation� 
of future quantum-assisted decryption

Adversarial development of quantum-assisted 
decryption sooner than quantum-resistant 
encryption can be deployed

Unobservable adversarial development of  
quantum-assisted decryption 

Strategic surprise as novel quantum cases 
shape�unexpected�threats
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Key Findings
Quantum Computing’s Benefits Are Largely Far Off:  
Many of quantum computing’s improvements over classical 
computers—which hinge on the development of larger, more 
reliable quantum computers and new quantum algorithms—
are�unlikely�to�be�demonstrated�for�at�least�a�decade.

China Will Remain a Major Player in Quantum Computing: 
Since�approximately�2016,�China�has�emerged�as�a�major�
quantum-computing research and development center, buoyed 
by substantial policy support at the highest levels of govern-
ment and investment by the country’s largest technology 
companies.�China’s�quantum�experts�and�government�assess�
that their country is generally behind the United States in many 
quantum�areas,�but�aims�to�surpass�it�by�the�mid-2020s.�Based�
on�its�current�trajectory,�it�is�unlikely�that�China�will�surpass�the�
U.S.�and�Europe�as�the�leaders�in�fundamental�research�and�
development, but it could plausibly lead in developing and 
deploying�early�quantum-computing�use�cases.

New Data Targets for Chinese Economic Espionage Are 
Moderately Likely by Late 2020s: Quantum computers are 
generally�expected�to�outperform�classical�computers�at�
modeling�certain�quantum�systems�by�the�end�of�the�decade.�
These�simulators�should�expedite�the�discovery�of�new�drugs,�
high-performance�materials,�and�fertilizers.�These�areas�
greatly overlap with Chinese strategic priorities outlined in the 
draft 14th Five-Year Plan, a key document that has historically 
paralleled�Chinese�economic-espionage�goals.�Hence,�in�the�
2020s, Chinese economic espionage will likely increasingly 
steal�data�that�could�be�used�to�feed�quantum�simulations.�

Data Decryption Poses High Risk in 2020s, Despite Low 
Likelihood: The likelihood of China developing the ability to 
break current generation encryption with quantum computers 
before�2030�is�very�small.�Still,�the�outsized�threat�of�a�rival�

state possessing the ability to rapidly decrypt any data using 
current�public-key�encryption�generates�high�risk.�Encrypted�
data with intelligence longevity, like biometric markers, covert 
intelligence�officer�and�source�identities,�Social�Security�
numbers, and weapons’ designs, may be increasingly stolen 
under�the�expectation�that�they�can�eventually�be�decrypted.

Quantum-Assisted AI Is Unlikely to Shape Chinese Threat 
Activity for Decades: AI�has�proven�to�be�extraordinary�at�
deriving novel insights from large datasets, creating near-term 
risks.�The�National�Security�Commission�on�Artificial�
Intelligence�noted,�for�example,�the�reach�of�China’s�big�data�
analytics,�surveillance,�and�propaganda�tools�can�be�extended�
beyond�China’s�borders.1�The�prospect�of�achieving�next-gener-
ation�AI�capabilities�through�the�development�of�quantum-as-
sisted�AI�is�likely�appealing�to�Chinese�intelligence�and�security�
agencies�determined�to�glean�and�exploit�insights�from�large�
datasets.�For�now,�however,�quantum-assisted�AI�technology�is�
largely�theoretical.�It�will�likely�demand�several�decades�of�
advancements�in�numerous�fields�to�become�demonstrably�
superior�to�classical�AI�outside�of�very�small�test�problems.

Key Recommendations for 
Strategic Risk Stakeholders
Conduct threat modeling to assess changes to organiza-
tional risk, as quantum computing may shape adversary 
valuation�of�specific�assets.�

Develop an organizational strategy for deploying post-
quantum encryption, which may take a decade or longer for 
certain�organizations�or�industries�to�implement.

Educate your people about quantum computing and main-
tain awareness of developments to prevent strategic surprise 
about�a�rapidly�evolving,�nonintuitive�technology.
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What Quantum Is or Isn’t

COMMON BELIEFS ABOUT  
QUANTUM COMPUTERS REALITY

Quantum computers are faster or more 
powerful than classical computers.

Only sometimes. Quantum computers can model and solve certain 
problems�in�fundamentally�different�ways�than�classical�computers.�
These�novel�methods�can�be�much�more�efficient.�We�currently�only�
know a few, but very important types of problems that can be solved 
faster�on�quantum�computers.��

Quantum computers will replace  
classical computers.

Unlikely. For the foreseeable future, quantum computers will likely 
work alongside classical computers, solving the parts of problems 
most�suited�to�quantum�computing.�This�setup�is�analogous�to�
classical�computers�using�dedicated�graphics�processors�(GPU)�for� 
3D�rendering,�cryptocurrency�mining,�and�video�editing.��

Quantum computers are here.

Sort of. Quantum�computers�exist�but�are�very�rudimentary— 
somewhat�comparable�to�traditional�computers�in�the�1940s.�They� 
can�only�process�very�short�algorithms�and�minuscule�datasets.� 
Many challenges must be overcome in engineering, computer science, 
and�other�disciplines�before�they�are�more�generally�useful.�

Quantum computers will revolutionize  
every field and industry. 

Unknown.�Quantum�computers’�specific�utility�for�most�fields�is�
largely�theoretical.�Substantial�investment�globally�is�directed�toward�
identifying�and�testing�novel�uses�for�quantum�computers.���

Quantum computers will break  
all encryption.

Partially true.�Eventually,�all�current-generation, public-key cryptography 
will�be�vulnerable�to�decryption�with�quantum�computers.�This�type�of�
encryption�is�ubiquitous—variously�securing�financial�transactions,�
stored�data,�and�telecommunications.�The�quantum�algorithms�for�
breaking�this�encryption�exist,�but�quantum�computers�capable�of�
implementing�them�do�not�yet.�
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Q U A N T U M  C O M P U T I N G

A Primer on Quantum 
Computing 
Quantum computers are often mischaracterized as being 
“faster”�than�classical�computers.�Rather,�quantum�computers�
can solve certain�problems�much�more�efficiently�than�classical�
computers.�This�is�because�quantum�computers�can�model�
some�problems�in�fundamentally�different�ways.�A�major�
challenge of the coming decades will be identifying which 
problems�are�more�efficiently�solved�using�such�novel�
computing�methods.

Quantum computing processes information in novel ways by 
exploiting�the�unusual�physics�that�exist�at�a�very�small�scale.�
Let’s illustrate these peculiarities with simple analogies 
involving�lightbulbs.�For�starters,�we’ll�use�a�dimmable�lightbulb�
as a stand-in for the new, fundamental data component in a 
quantum�computer:�the�qubit.

SUPERPOSITION

Since the 1940s, all classical computers have encoded data as 
bits.�Each�bit�represents�data�as�one�of�two�values�(0�or�1),�
akin�to�the�states�on�a�standard�lightbulb�(on�or�off).�Quantum�
computing uses the peculiarities of quantum mechanics to 
encode�data�in�a�new�way.�A�qubit�is�somewhat�akin�to�a�
dimmable�lightbulb,�which�can�be�degrees�of�on�and�off�
simultaneously.a  A qubit can store up to two values at the 
same�time,�encoded�as�degrees�of�on-off.�This�simultaneous�
state�is�called�“superposition.”

With�each�new�bit�or�qubit,�the�maximum�size�(value)�of�the�
encoded data grows by a factor of two (2n).�One�bit�can�
represent either of two numbers (21:�0�or�1),�two�bits�can�
represent any of four numbers (22:�0,�1,�2,�or�3),�three�bits�
represent any of eight (23:�0,�1,�2,�…�or�7),�and�so�forth.�Each�
string of bits is equal to only one value in that range—but, 
thanks to superposition, a string of qubits stores all values in 
that�range�concurrently.�Hence,�superposition�allows�quantum�
computers to rapidly perform computations on huge ranges 
of�values�at�the�same�time,�rather�than�sequentially.�

However,�just�as�taking�a�snapshot�of�a�dimmable�lightbulb�
will�show�it�to�be�either�on�or�off,�the�act�of�quantum�compu-
tation�produces�for�each�qubit�just�a�single�output�value.�
Retrieving�the�solution�from�the�computation�fixes�the�
observable state as being only on or off, a process known as 
“collapsing”�the�qubit.�Qubits’�encodable�degrees�of�being�
“on-off” are like probabilities, impacting how likely on or off 
will�appear�when�the�qubit�is�collapsed.�

Quantum algorithms essentially increase the probability that 
desired�solutions�will�persist�when�the�qubits�are�collapsed.� 
A�major�challenge�for�quantum�computing,�then,�is�figuring�
out when one can programmatically describe the desired 
answer�to�a�given�problem�without�knowing�it�in�advance.� 
This challenge greatly contributes to the uncertainty about 
quantum�computing’s�specific�future�capabilities.

ENTANGLEMENT

To show another unusual aspect of qubits, let’s compare them 
now�to�smart�lightbulbs.�Such�bulbs�can�be�programmed�to�
turn�on�or�off�when�another�bulb�is�turned�on�or�off.�Likewise,�
a�qubit�can�become�“entangled”�with�one�or�more�other�
qubits�to�automatically�respond�(e.g.,�copy,�mirror-inverse)�to�
one�another.2�Entanglement�can�theoretically�be�maintained�
between�qubits�with�any�distance�between�them.�This�means�
that quantum data could be sent between any two places on 
Earth—or�beyond—a�phenomenon�that�is�already�enabling�
satellite-to-ground�quantum�communications.

Most importantly, entanglement, combined with superposition, 
provides scientists and engineers with new ways to process 
data.�Quantum�algorithms�can�exchange�qubits�into�different�
entangled�clusters�repeatedly�during�the�computation�process.�
As the number of qubits increases, a quantum computer’s 
effective�processing�power�thus�grows�exponentially�(as�
opposed to parallel computing, where power grows only 
linearly�with�additional�computers).�It’s�been�shown�that�a�
quantum computer with as few as 50 qubits could outper-
form�any�classical�computer�in�certain�tasks.3 

a  The�lightbulb�analogy�is�ultimately�imperfect,�like�any�attempt�to�use�a�classical�system�to�analogously�describe�quantum�phenomena.�A�quantum�lightbulb�
is�not�partially�on�or�off—or�even�flickering�on�and�off�so�rapidly�that�a�person�could�not�discern�whether�it�is�on�or�off.�Rather,�it�is�counterintuitively�all�
degrees�of�on�and�off�at�the�same�time�until�someone�observes�it�and�possesses�encoded�probabilities�of�being�observed�as�either�on�or�off.�To�make�
matters�more�complicated,�those�encoded�probability�can�be�positive�or�negative.�The�concept�of�a�negative�probability�does�not�translate�to�the�
lightbulb�analogy�or�other�any�classical�system,�but�is�nevertheless�critical�to�the�design�of�quantum�algorithms.
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Problems Quantum 
Computers May Be  
Good at Solving

FACTORIZATION

Given that a number is known to be the product of two 
indivisible numbers (prime factors), what are those  
two numbers? 

Public-key encryption schemes rely on the current impracti-
cality�of�finding�a�correct�pair�of�large�prime�factors,�as�well�as�
the�ease�of�confirming�the�solution�(decrypting�the�data)�if�
one�of�the�factors�is�known.�Decades�of�effort�developing�
more�efficient�factorization�algorithms�on�classical�computers�
have failed to publicly endanger popular large-number public 
encryption�like�RSA-2048.4 Quantum computers, however, 
can model the numerous possible solutions on qubits—and, 
using�quantum-specific�math,�cause�the�qubits�to�produce�the�
correct�answer�with�a�high�degree�of�likelihood.�An�algorithm�
for rapid factorization on a quantum computer, Shor’s 
algorithm, was discovered in 19945 but current generation 
quantum�computers�are�unable�to�implement�it.

OPTIMIZATION 

Given various criteria, what is the best solution to a problem? 

One�classic�optimization�problem�involves�creating�the�best�
schedule�for�a�team�of�nurses.�The�schedule�must�accommo-
date�a�mixture�of�hard�criteria�(e.g.,�maximum�patient-to-nurse�
ratio,�minimum�numbers�of�days�off)�and�soft�criteria�(e.g.,�
nurses’�preferred�days,�number�of�experienced�nurses).�
Increase�the�number�of�nurses�and�the�number�of�possible�
schedules�grows�exponentially.�Quantum�computers�will�
eventually�be�able�to�find�solutions�to�similar�optimization�
problemsb faster than any classical computer, but the current 
generation of quantum computers is unable to implement this 
speed�up.�Optimization�problems�that�can�be�solved�using�a�
quantum�computer�include�ones�related�to�artificial�intelli-
gence,�image�and�speech�recognition,�and�protein�folding.�

SEARCH

Given a random list of items, where is a specific item in that list? 

For�example,�in�a�random�list�of�names�and�associated�phone�
numbers, what is a certain person’s phone number? Finding 
specific�information�in�unstructured�databases�is,�on�average,�
very time-consuming for a classical computer, as it must 
search�the�database�one�entry�at�a�time.�Quantum�computers�
can�model�the�database�on�qubits.�Due�to�the�way�entangled�
qubits interact with each other, a quantum algorithm makes it 
quadratically more likely that the correct answer will be found 
after each search—a small, but real improvement over 
classical�computers.

SIMULATION

Given that a system exhibits quantum effects, how can it  
be studied? 

Quantum�phenomena�have�proven�to�be�fantastically�difficult�
to�model�with�classical�computers.�As�acclaimed�U.S.�physicist�
Richard�Feynman�observed�in�1982,�“Nature�isn’t�classical�
dammit, and if you want to make a simulation of nature you 
better�make�it�quantum�mechanical.”6 Classical computers have 
been used to model simple quantum systems for decades, but 
these�simulations�quickly�exhaust�system�resources�as�they�
demand�exponentially�more�memory�as�systems�increase�in�
complexity.7�Because�quantum�computers�already�use�quantum�
phenomena, they are suited to modeling other systems that act 
on�quantum�principles.�Such�systems�include�certain�mole-
cules, superconductive materials, lasers, photosynthesis, and 
other modern technologies and physical and biological 
phenomena.�Though�quantum�simulation�is�likely�possible,�
quantum computers are presently incapable of testing 
theories that one could demonstrate any improvement on 
classical�simulators.

b  Specially, quantum computers will eventually show great improvements over classical computers at solving sparsity-constrained linear optimization 
problems.�The�problems�have�two�key�components.�“Sparsity-constrained” optimization refers to including a problem-solving preference in an algorithm 
that�the�solution�be�simple,�rather�than�be�maximally�precise.�Fortunately,�extreme�precision�in�optimization�solutions�is�not�always�preferable.�In�addition�
to�its�negative�impact�on�computation�speed,�such�precision�may�result�in�solutions�that�are�infeasible�to�implement�or�insights�that�are�excessively�narrow.�
“Linear”�optimization�refers�to�solving�problems�whose�criteria�(“constraints”)�have�constant�proportional�relationships�with�the�available�resources.�
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T H E  S TAT E  O F  A F F A I R S

The Development of 
Quantum Computers Globally
Creating�a�functional�quantum�computer�has�proven�challenging.�
It�is�a�multifaceted�problem,�demanding�breakthroughs�in�
several�fields,�including�physics,�engineering,�mathematics,�
and�computer�science.�Although�bits�can�be�dependably�
stored�on�eminently�reliable�silicon�(transistors),�qubits�are�
highly�unstable,�and�thus�error-prone.�They�usually�require�
near absolute-zero temperatures, near-vacuum environments, or 
both�to�exist�and�must�be�carefully�interacted�with�via�micro-
waves,�laser�beams,�or�electromagnetic�fields.�Additionally,�new�
quantum-optimized algorithms are needed to utilize qubits’ 
superposition and entanglement; a classical algorithm shows 
no�speed�gains�when�run�on�a�quantum�computer.�

Due to these many hurdles, quantum-computer development 
has�been�a�long,�slow�process.�The�first�quantum�computer�
was�initially�publicly�proposed�in�1980,8�but�the�first�proof-of-
concept demonstrations of a quantum computer with a 
quantum�algorithm�did�not�occur�until�1998.9 Since then, 
researchers globally in government, academia, and the private 
sector have progressively improved the technology: reducing 
computing error, increasing the number of usable qubits, 
creating�new�algorithms,�and�even�designing�quantum-specific�
programming�languages.�Major�progress�appeared�to�accel-
erate�around�the�mid-2010s�as�many�major�milestones�were�
surpassed, moving tantalizingly closer to the creation of a 
general-use,�high-performance�quantum�computer�(a.k.a.�a�
universal�fault-tolerant�quantum�computer).c The following are 
just�a�few�examples�of�technology�breakthroughs�and�other�
major�quantum-computing�developments�in�recent�years.

Public Access: Between�2013�and�2015,�public-10 and private-
sector11�research�institutions�began�offering�public�access�to�
their�rudimentary�quantum�computers.�These�demonstrations�
gave the public the ability to start quantum programming in a 
non-theoretical�environment.�As�programming�with�quantum�
computers�is�fundamentally�different�from�classical�computers,�
broad�access�and�exposure�to�quantum�computers�will�be�
critical in developing a skilled workforce to utilize this novel 
technology.

Improved Qubit Stability: Quantum coherence time—the 
amount of time before qubits uncontrollably collapse—has 
improved�dramatically�over�the�past�few�decades.12 Longer 
coherence time allows quantum computers to compute more 
time-intensive�algorithms.�That�said,�coherence�time,�while�
important, is not a singular determining factor in advancing 
quantum�computers’�capabilities.�There�are�two�primary�ways�
of creating usable qubits for quantum computers: forcing a 
tradeoff�between�faster�computation�(superconducting�qubits)�
and�longer�coherence�(trapped-ion�qubits).�It�is�too�early�to�
estimate�which�design�will�prevail.

High-Level Programming: Near�the�end�of�the�2010s,�several�
quantum programming languages debuted that allowed users 
to program with high-level concepts such as arithmetic, 
objects,�and�abstraction.13 The creation of high-level quantum 
programming languages increases programming accessibility, 
as�code�can�more�closely�resemble�readable�human�language.

Quantum Supremacy: In�late�2019,�Google�claimed�that�it�
had�developed�the�first�quantum�computer�that�could�
outperform a classical computer, a milestone known as 
“quantum�supremacy.”�Google’s�computer�could,�allegedly,�
complete a certain computation in 3 minutes, rather than the 
10,000�years�required�on�a�classical�supercomputer.�Although�
this�claim�was�hotly�disputed�(e.g.,�a�classical�supercomputer�
might�only�require�2.5�days�if�it�devoted�its�entire�processing�
power�and�memory),�it�suggested�that�quantum�supremacy�is�
within�reach.14�By�the�end�of�the�decade,�researchers�at�
several institutions had claimed to have created quantum 
computers�surpassing�the�approximately�maximum�50-qubit�
size�that�can�be�reasonably�emulated�on�classical�computers.

c  A universal fault-tolerant quantum computer constitutes the mature form of 
quantum�computers.�The�term�describes�a�quantum�computer�with�two�key�
characteristics: A universal computer�can�perform�any�arbitrary�computation.�
A fault-tolerant computer employs error-correction schema that keep its error 
rate�at�an�acceptably�low�level.
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The Development of 
Quantum Information 
Sciences in China
For�the�first�few�decades�of�quantum�information�science�
research�and�development,�China�was�not�a�major�player.�
Important�developments�tended�to�be�announced�by�teams�in�
the�U.S.,�Europe,�Japan,�and�elsewhere,�but�not�China.�Then,�
starting�around�2016,�China�began�rapidly�playing�catch�up,�
announcing�many�significant�technical�breakthroughs�and�
sizable�government�and�commercial-sector�investments.

In�2016,�the�Chinese�government�unveiled�its�13th�Five-Year�
Plan,�a�blueprint�for�national�economic�and�social�initiatives.�
This plan outlined science and technology innovation as a core 
national priority, aiming to make China a global innovation 
leader�by�2030.�To�that�end,�the�plan�ordered�the�creation�of�
major�scientific�and�technology�programs�(a.k.a.�megaprojects)�
in�six�areas,�including�quantum�computing�and�communica-
tions�research.�The�programs�aimed�to�build�national�quan-
tum-communications infrastructure, develop a prototype 
general purpose quantum computer, and build a practical 
quantum�simulator.15 

The�13th�Five-Year�Plan�led�to�significant�investment,�especially�
for the creation of dedicated laboratory space and groups for 
quantum�research�and�development.�In�2017,�China�announced�
its�intent�to�construct�a�massive�National�Laboratory�for�

Quantum�Information�Sciences�at�a�cost�of�$11�billion.16 Also 
in�2017,�the�Anhui�Provincial�Investment�Group,�a�state-owned�
company,17�established�a�$1.5�billion�fund�to�invest�in�Chinese�
firms�developing�quantum�technologies.18�China’s�major�
technology�conglomerates�followed�suit.�For�example,�in�2017,�
Alibaba�announced�that�it�would�invest�$15�billion�over�the�next�
3�years�in�“foundational�and�disruptive�technology�research,”�
encompassing data intelligence, natural language processing, 
machine learning, and quantum computing, launching seven 
labs�in�China,�Russia,�Israel,�and�the�United�States.19  

Although�China�has�made�significant�headway�in�quantum�
information science, many Chinese leaders believe their 
country�lags�behind�the�rest�of�the�world.�In�October�2020,�
Xue Qikun, vice president of Tsinghua University, presented 
the�findings�of�a�study�on�the�state�of�quantum�development�
in China to the country’s second-highest decision-making 
body,�the�Politburo�of�the�Chinese�Communist�Party.20�He�
observed�that,�despite�making�significant�strides,�Chinese�
quantum development faced many shortcomings and 
challenges related to policy and investment support, multidis-
ciplinary�integration,�and�training.�Also�that�month,�Guo�
Guoping, a top Chinese quantum academic, told the state-
owned newspaper Global Times that China is a leader in 
quantum communications but 3 to 5 years behind in quantum 
computing.21�He�saw�deficiencies�in�China’s�scientific�
research and in its development of quantum simulation and 
other�practical�uses.
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Secure Communications 

Quantum encrypted communications are fundamentally 
like classical encrypted communications, where keys are 
exchanged�between�two�parties,�enabling�them�to�encrypt�
and�decrypt�mutually�intelligible�data.�Quantum�key�
distribution�(QKD)�differs�from�key�exchange�on�classical�
computers in that the key is established using a quantum 
channel.�Because�of�the�unusual�properties�of�quantum�
particles, any attempt to intercept the key measurably 
deteriorates it, alerting the two communicating parties and 
denying�unauthorized�decryption�to�the�eavesdropper.22 

The United States, despite some early tests by the 
Department�of�Defense�(DoD)�with�QKD,�has�largely�
dismissed�this�technology.23�The�National�Security�Agency�
discourages investment in QKD, publicly assessing that 
developing and implementing quantum-resistant cryptog-
raphy�is�a�much�“more�cost-effective�and�easily�maintained�
solution”�than�QKD�for�various�security�and�financial�
reasons.24 

A more practical use for quantum networks may be for 
conducting�distributed�quantum�computations.�The�
European�Union,�for�example�has�invested�1�billion�euros�
in�an�effort�called�“Quantum�Flagship”�that�seeks�to�enable�
quantum computers throughout the continent to commu-
nicate�with�each�other.�The�project’s�organizers�estimate�
that�it�will�not�be�operational�in�the�2020s.25  

China’s�first�major�quantum�information�science�milestones�
pertained to communication security, and it has since 
established�itself�as�a�leader�in�this�field.�China�has�explored�
a few transmission mechanisms for QKD and established 
large-scale�infrastructure�in�its�densely�populous�east.�

S A T E L L I T E  L I N K S
In�2017,�China�reported�the�first�successful�QKD�via�a�
satellite, nicknamed Micius or Mozi after the ancient 
Chinese philosopher credited with early work on optics and 
geometry.26 The initial system was largely for demonstra-
tion�purposes.�It�was�highly�prone�to�errors,�demanding�
that�keys�be�sent�only�at�night�to�reduce�the�influence�of�
sunlight.27 Later that year, China reported conducting the 
first�intercontinental�quantum-encrypted�video-call�with�the�
head of the Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna using 
the�Micius�satellite.28�In�2020,�China�unveiled�the�world’s�
first�mobile�quantum�ground�station,�which�communicated�
successfully�with�Micius�for�nearly�8�minutes.29 The device 
weighs�only�176�pounds,�can�fit�inside�a�car,�and�approxi-
mately�resembles�a�high-end�amateur�telescope.30  China’s 
draft�14th�Five-Year�Plan�(2021–2026)�names�satellite�
quantum�networks�as�a�key�national�research�topic.

G R O U N D  L I N K S 
In�2017,�China�unveiled�a�network�with�more�than�1,200�
miles�of�dedicated�fiber�for�quantum�communications,�
interlinking government and state-owned commercial 
entities�in�Beijing�and�Shanghai,�as�well�as�intermediary�
metropolises�Jinan�and�Hefei.31 The network works on a 
relay principle, where quantum keys must be converted at 
32�midway�nodes�(repeaters)�to�classical�data�and�back�into�
quantum�data�for�retransmission.32�In�2018,�researchers�at�
Tsinghua University announced that they had successfully 
entangled�25�quantum�interface�links�(a.k.a.�quantum�
repeaters),�far�surpassing�the�existing�record.33 Such 
repeaters use entanglement to retransmit without classical 
data conversion, and in 2020, Chinese scientists reported 
sending�quantum�keys�more�than�300�miles�over�fiber�
without�repeaters,�another�record.34

H Y B R I D  N E T W O R K S
As�of�January�2021,�the�Beijing-Shanghai�network�had�
expanded�to�approximately�3,000�miles,�blending�fiber�and�
ground-to-satellite links and supporting more than 150 
users.35 The satellite links created cross-country connec-
tions between China’s east coast with Ürümqi in China’s 
far�west.�This�network�reportedly�constituted�the�world’s�
largest�stable�QKD�network.36 Although transmission rates 
remain slow, at about 5 kilobytes per second, QKD only 
delivers the small key via a quantum channel, sending the 
bulk�encrypted�data�via�traditional�means.37 China aims to 
create�a�global�QKD�network�by�2030.38  
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d  A “quantum operating system”�is�an�operating�system�designed�to�interact�with�a�quantum�computer,�but�all�existent�“quantum�operating�systems”�(and�
likely�any�more�in�the�conceivable�future)�will�be�run�on�classical�computers.

TECHNOLOGY AREA CHINESE ADVANCEMENT

Computing Power

A�global�race�exists�to�achieve�quantum�supremacy,�a�
status granted to a quantum computer capable of solving 
any�one�problem�faster�than�a�classical�computer.�The�
specific�conditions�for�when�a�computer�has�achieved�
quantum�supremacy�are�intensely�debated.�Classical�
computing continues to steadily improve processors and 
algorithms,�growing�the�complexity�of�problems�that�such�
computers�can�reasonably�compute.�Qubit�counts�are�
imprecise benchmarks as current quantum computers tend 
to be highly error-prone—meaning that quantum 
computers may arrive at a solution quickly, but often 
incorrectly.�Additionally,�qubits�are�notoriously�unstable;�
Google initially reported developing a 72-qubit processor in 
2018�(well�beyond�the�oft-stated�~50�qubit�quantum�
supremacy�benchmark),�but�did�not�declare�success,�as�the�
qubits�collapsed�within�50�milliseconds.39 Finally, the 
substantial national and organizational prestige that comes 
with achieving quantum supremacy further compounds 
this�debate.

Ultimately,�quantum�supremacy�is�just�the�starting�line.�It�
merely shows that quantum computers can be faster than 
a�classical�computer�in�one�specific�instance.�It�is�a�bit�like�
the�Wright�Brothers�flying�at�Kitty�Hawk,�North�Carolina,�in�
1903;�they�showed�that�heavier-�than-air�flight�was�
possible—but�crashing�after�59�seconds�and�852�feet�was�
not�immediately�useful.�Rather,�such�noisy,�small�quantum�
computers will serve as development spaces for creating 
quantum�algorithms�and�applications�with�long-term�utility.

In�December�2020,�China�made�its�first�claim�to�having�
achieved�quantum�supremacy.�In�a�Science�journal�article,�
a team from multiple Chinese institutions reported that 
they�had�built�a�computer,�named�Jiuzhang,�which�could�
perform�a�specific�computation�in�a�few�minutes�that�the�
world’s most powerful supercomputer would require more 
than�2�billion�years�to�complete.40  

The team claimed that their quantum computer was 10 
billion times faster than Google’s Sycamore quantum 
computer,41�but�the�two�computers�are�so�different�as�to�
make�the�comparison�largely�meaningless.�Jiuzhang�is�a�
single-purpose computer, designed to solve one problem 
with�no�practical�utility.�Google’s�Sycamore�is�a�universal�
computer, meaning that any quantum algorithm could be 
run on it (albeit still too slowly or unreliably in almost all 
cases)�and�a�major�step�toward�general�quantum�utility.

Quantum Stack

A new software stack must be developed to harness the 
power�of�quantum�computers.�Generally,�these�stacks�are�
conceived as a blended classical computer interacting with 
a quantum processor, in much the way that many classical 
computers use a dedicated graphical processing unit 
(GPU)�to�perform�specialized�computations�for�rendering�
graphics.�There�is�no�consensus�on�what�specific�compo-
nents�exist�in�a�quantum�stack.

In�February�2021,�a�Chinese�company,�Origin�Quantum,�
unveiled�the�country’s�first�quantum�operating�system,d 
named�Origin�Pilot.42 The company claims that their 
operating�system�outperforms�existing�foreign-made�
quantum�operating�systems�(e.g.,�the�UK’s�Deltaflow.OS�
and�Austria’s�ParityOS).�Origin�Pilot�is�reportedly�the�first�
quantum operating system to allow the operation of 
multiple�processes�in�parallel�(i.e.,�multi-task�parallelism)�
and incudes uncommon functionality like automatic 
calibration�that�improves�system�stability.43
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Quantum-Assisted AI

The practical limits of data processing on classical 
computers�are�arguably�in�sight.�In�recent�years,�AI�has�
proven�to�be�extraordinary�at�deriving�novel�insights�from�
large�datasets.�Although�larger�datasets�can�yield�greater�
insights,�they�also�require�exponentially�more�time�to�
process.�According�to�IBM’s�Vice�President�of�Research�and�
Development,�Norishige�Norimoto,�“the�vast�amount�of�
data being produced in the 21st Century requires a 
doubling of computing power every year, something that is 
simply�too�expensive�and�too�energy-intensive�to�
sustain.”44 Despite these challenges, continued economic 
and national security pressures to gain more in-depth 
insights from new and growing datasets demands new 
means�of�data�processing�and�analysis.�

Quantum computing could be a solution to this big data 
problem.�Algorithms�that�grow�in�exponential�complexity�
with more data inputs are a prime target for quantum 
computing’s�efficiencies.45�For�example,�quantum�
computers�could�expedite�machine�learning,�the�creation� 
of�weighted�models�for�interpreting�data.�

In�recent�years,�China�has�vigorously�matured�its�AI�
capabilities.�In�2017,�the�Chinese�government�unveiled�its�
national�AI�development�strategy,�the�New�Generation�of�
Artificial�Intelligence�Development�Plan.�The�strategy�
identified�three�major�goals:�(1)�to�become�a�world�leader�in�
AI�by�2030,�(2)�to�create�a�$150�billion�AI�industry,�and�(3)�to�
lead�global�ethical�and�normative�AI�standards�develop-
ment.46 To this end, in 2019, the Ministry of Science and 
Technology�published�principles�for�AI�governance,�such�as�
“respect�for�privacy”�and�“security�and�controllability.”47 
Since�2015,�China’s�AI�market�size�has�grown�annually�by�
44%,�expanding�from�an�estimated�$2�billion�to�$11�billion.48 

Some progress has been made in the development of 
quantum�machine�learning�in�China.�In�2018,�mega�
technology�conglomerate�Baidu�announced�the�creation�of�
its�Institute�of�Quantum�Computing,49 which focuses on 
quantum�AI�and�information�science.50�In�May�2020,�the�
company�released�Paddle�Quantum,�China’s�first�open-
source machine learning and deep learning development 
toolkit�for�quantum�computers.51 The toolkit supports 
major�quantum-computing�topics�like�machine�learning,�
chemical�simulation,�and�combinatorial�factorization.52 
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Near-Term Landscape with 
NISQ Computing (2023–2040)

DEFINING THE CURRENT ERA OF  
QUANTUM COMPUTING

John�Preskill,�a�quantum�physics�researcher�at�Caltech,�
famously�observed�in�2018�that�we�would�soon�enter�a�period�
marked�by�“noisy�intermediate�scale�quantum”�(NISQ).53  
“Intermediate”�means�there�are�quantum�computers�that,�in�
some situations, outperform classical computers and can no 
longer�be�emulated�on�them.�“Noisy”�means�current�quantum�
computers�are�still�highly�susceptible�to�interference�(e.g.,�heat)�
that�can�unpredictably�change�qubits’�values.�Problematically,�
conventional error-correction strategies for classical computers 
(e.g.,�temporarily�storing�backup�copies�of�in-process�data)�are�
incompatible�with�the�way�quantum�computers�operate.54  

THE UTILITY AND LIMITS OF NISQ COMPUTERS

NISQ�computers�might�be�highly�useful�for�conducting�
research�on�systems�that�exhibit�quantum�properties,�also�
known�as�quantum�simulation.�Established�and�startup�
pharmaceutical companies have already demonstrated great 
interest in using quantum computing in the drug-discovery 
process�within�the�decade.55  

With�few�error-corrected�qubits�on�a�NISQ�computer,�
researchers�have�proposed�using�a�“hardware-efficient”�
combination of quantum and classical hardware to solve 

problems, where quantum algorithms focus solely on the 
aspects�that�are�most�difficult�to�classically�model.�In�the�case�
of a chemistry problem, this strategy would use a quantum 
computer to prepare trial states and measure associated 
expectation�values.�Therein,�the�quantum�computer�solves� 
the hardest part of the simulation computation for classical 
computers—an optimization problem—rather than  
performing�the�entire�simulation�in�a�quantum�environment.56  
This computational strategy is analogous to a classical 
computer’s CPU and GPU (central and graphics processing 
units).�All�classical�computers�have�CPUs,�an�all-purpose�
processor.�Some�classical�computers�also�use�a�dedicated�GPU,�
a�processor�designed�to�expediate�specific�computing�problems�
like rapidly rendering graphics, deep learning, and mining 
cryptocurrency.�Also�of�importance,�this�blended�technology�
strategy manages the problem of errors increasing in quantum 
computers relative to the number of operations by limiting the 
amount�of�the�algorithm�running�on�a�quantum�computer.57  

TIMEFRAME FOR WHEN NISQ COMPUTERS WILL BE 
USEFUL FOR QUANTUM SIMULATIONS

Running�a�quantum�simulation�requires�about�150�error- 
corrected qubits, with each one requiring from tens to 
thousands�of�“physical”�qubits�for�the�purposes�of�error�
correction�and�stabilization.58�NISQ�computers�will�soon� 
be�sufficiently�powerful�for�this�purpose,�but�the�tendency� 
of qubits to rapidly collapse and generate high error rates 
greatly�limits�the�complexity�of�assessable�problems.59  
Also, as the number of entangled qubits increases, so  
does�the�likelihood�they�will�be�noisy�or�collapse.
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NISQ�computers�will�likely�be�capable�of�running�quantum�
simulations�in�a�variety�of�situations�by�the�end�of�the�2020s.�

• The�most�optimistic�estimation�we�identified�was�by�
Goldman Sachs and quantum-computing-as-a-service 
company�QC�Ware,�which�predicted�that�quantum�
computers would be used for chemical simulations by 2024 
to�2026.62�We�take�this�prediction�with�a�grain�of�salt�as�its�
optimism�may�reflect,�in�part,�these�parties’�financial�
interest�in�faster�quantum�evolution�timelines.�

• Quantum�computers�are�generally�expected�to�outperform�
classical computers at quantum simulation by the end of 
the�decade.�The�European�Union’s�Quantum�Flagship�
project,�for�example,�estimated�that,�by�around�2030,�
prototype quantum simulators will outperform supercom-
puters�in�areas�related�to�chemistry�and�material�science.63 

• The�more�pessimistic�forecasters,�like�Boston�Consulting�
Group, note that more optimistic estimates are highly 
dependent on certain companies and researchers hitting 
their�projected�technical�milestones,�meaning�that�
quantum simulations may not be possible until as late as 
2040.64 Further, they note that simulation for small 
molecules on classical computers is already well developed, 
meaning that quantum computers must mature substan-
tially�before�they�show�performance�improvements.65 

• The�Chinese�government’s�projections�about�the�prospects�
of�quantum�computing�in�the�next�few�years�are�optimistic.�
In�its�draft�14th�Five-Year�Plan,�China�set�as�a�goal�for�2025�
to have quantum simulators that can outperform classical 
computers�at�solving�several�different�problems�and�
manipulate�several�hundred�entangled�qubits.66 Leading 
Chinese scientists have noted that the country lags behind 
the�U.S.�in�quantum�simulation.67 

QUANTUM ANNEALERS PROVIDE LIMITED  
QUANTUM-SIMULATION CAPABILITIES

The prevailing future direction of quantum computing has 
been to develop gate-based (a.k.a. digital) quantum 
computers. These quantum computers can use logical 
operators (via logic gates), which take one or more inputs and 
generate a single new output. Algorithms for running 
quantum simulations on gate-based quantum computers 
have existed since the 1990s. The current generation of digital 
quantum computers, however, have too few qubits to be 
immediately useful for quantum simulation.

Meanwhile, adiabatic quantum computers (a.k.a. analog 
quantum computers, quantum annealers) have existed in 
the commercial space since the early 2010s. These 
computers can perform “direct” or “analog” quantum 
simulation. Therein, the computer emulates the energy 

QUANTUM SIMULATION’S IMPACT ON CHINESE  
CYBER OPERATIONS

The�primary�effect�of�NISQ�computers�on�Chinese�threat�
actors will likely be a growing interest in stealing data to feed 
quantum�simulations.�Increasing�the�amount�of�input�data�
about a system with quantum properties increases the 
likelihood that a quantum simulator with limited capabilities 
can�generate�a�useful�solution.�For�example,�increased�
knowledge of a virus’ surface improves the accuracy of 
modeling how the pathogen may interact with proposed 
therapeutic antibodies, thereby identifying drug candidates  
for�real-world�testing.�It�is�theoretically�possible�to�steal� 
from�one�or�more�organizations�to�bootstrap�research.�

Future Chinese state-aligned data-theft operations are likely  
to�support�strategic�scientific�programs�and�projects�in�areas�
defined�by�the�draft�14th�Five-Year�Plan.�Several�of�these�
research�areas�could�be�advanced�with�a�quantum�simulator.68 
The Chinese government will emphasize quantum simulator- 
relevant�biology�fields�like�genomics,�biopharmaceuticals,�and�
vaccines, as well as crops, livestock, and agricultural microor-
ganisms.�Similarly,�the�government�will�support�development�of�
many types of high-end new materials, such as high-performance 
alloys,�ceramics,�fibers,�and�resins,�as�well�as�high-quality�steels�
and�photoresists.�Finally,�the�plan’s�emphasis�on�carbon�
emissions reduction will likely spark research into other 
quantum simulable technologies like low-global warming 
refrigerants�and�carbon�dioxide-recovering�solvents.�

makeup of a quantum system, allows the system to interact 
with the environment in a controlled manner, and the qubits 
resolve to an optimized solution. 

It is doubtful that adiabatic quantum computers will become 
superior to classical computers at performing quantum 
simulation. An October 2021 article by researchers with 
pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline and the University 
of California San Diego found that quantum annealers can 
perform comparably to a classical computer at quantum 
simulation for drug development.60 Ultimately though, 
adiabatic quantum computers are generally considered a 
dead end or a stop-gap technology, as they have limited 
prospects for error correction and cannot readily perform 
certain computations or emulate certain energy systems, 
hindering their ability to perform generic quantum simula-
tions and other tasks.61  
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Long-Term Landscape 
with Universal Quantum 
Computing (2030–2050)

DEFINING THE NEXT GENERATION OF  
QUANTUM COMPUTERS

Universal, fault-tolerant quantum computers, which can 
outperform classical computers at advanced simulations, 
search, and optimization, will require long development 
timelines.�Although�most�NISQ�computers�are�universal,�their�
inability to correct errors limits them to solving problems with 
very�few�computational�steps.�Pending�some�other�solution,�
error correction will require creating abstract error-corrected 
“logical”�qubits�with�each�comprising�thousands�of�physical�
qubits.69�Reaching�this�point�will�be�a�tremendous� 
engineering�challenge.

Generally, the universal fault tolerance development milestone 
is�projected�to�be�reached�sometime�in�the�2030s.�Google70 
and�IBM71 aim to develop universal quantum computers by 
2029�and�2030,�respectively.�Boston�Consulting�Group�
estimated that the milestone will be achieved sometime 
between�2031�and�2042.72�In�December�2020,�China’s�leading�
quantum computing scientists similarly estimated that their 
country would develop a universal quantum computer 
between�2035�and�2040.73�The�U.S.�National�Academies�of�
Sciences,�Engineering,�and�Medicine�considers�this�milestone�
to�be�unpredictably�far�away.�It�argues�that�the�lack�of�existent�
research on how to link quantum modules in order to create a 
large-scale�quantum�computer�(>1,000�fault-tolerant�qubits)�
makes�it�impossible�to�assess�how�difficult�this�technical�
challenge�will�be.74 

TIMEFRAME FOR WHEN QUANTUM COMPUTERS CAN 
CRACK PUBLIC-KEY ENCRYPTION 

All public-key cryptographic algorithms that are widely used  
in 2021 will be vulnerable once a large-scale, fault-tolerant 
quantum�computer�is�built.75 The size of the necessary 
quantum�computer�to�crack�RSA-2048�likely�varies�from�about�
4098�fault-tolerant�(logical)�qubits76 or around 20 million 
noisy�qubits.77 Estimates�for�when�such�a�computer�can�be�
built generally point to about 2030 as the earliest time, with 
2040�to�2050�being�the�most�common�conservative�estimates.

• In�2019,�a�panel�of�experts�assembled�by�the�National�
Academies concluded that it was plausible but “highly 
unexpected”�that�a�quantum�computer�could�crack�
RSA-2048�or�a�similar�cryptographic�system�by�2030.78 

• Also�in�2019,�Ding�Jintai,�a�quantum�cryptography�
researcher at the University of Cincinnati, estimated that it 
is�“likely”�a�quantum�computer�could�break�current�genera-
tion public-key quantum cryptography by the late 2020s; 
Ding’s estimate was the most aggressive we have seen by  
a�reputable�source.79 

• A 2020 data analysis of progress in quantum computers 
since 2003 attempted to identify when the encryption- 
cracking�milestone�will�likely�be�reached.�The�researchers�
found that there is less than a 5% likelihood that a quantum 
computer�of�a�necessary�size�and�reliability�will�exist�by�2039�
and�about�a�50%�likelihood�of�one�existing�by�2050.80  

• In�2020,�RAND�interviewed�15�quantum�computing�experts,�
whose consensus was that quantum computers will pose a 
threat�to�quantum-insecure�cryptography�around�2033.81 
Individual�estimates—all�given�as�ranges—varied�widely,�
suggesting that this milestone might be reached as soon as 
2022�or�even�never.82 

• In�2021,�Goldman�Sachs�and�QC�Ware�estimated�that�
quantum computers will not endanger encryption until 
2040�or�later.83 

• Chinese researchers predict similar timelines for cryp-
tographic�use�cases�to�their�foreign�counterparts.�In�2020,�
Zhu�Xiaobo,�a�professor�with�China’s�Institute�of�Advanced�
Studies, estimated that quantum computers will pose a 
threat�to�cryptographic�systems�between�2030�and�2035.84 
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It�will�very�likely�not�be�immediately�publicly�known�when�state�
actors�can�break�current-generation�cryptography.�Intelligence�
agencies�will�face�a�paradox.�As�the�National�Security�Agency’s�
general counsel has warned, the intelligence value of reaching 
this milestone will be almost unfathomably immense, allowing 
the decryption of current and historic data collected over years, 
held�in�anticipation�of�this�capability.85 Decrypting and acting 
on these secrets would risk signaling agencies’ capabilities to 
adversaries�who�might�respond�by�expediating�improving�
defenses�to�deny�future�insights.�This�problem�closely�parallels�
Britain’s�creation�of�a�proto-computer�during�World�War�II,�
called�The�Bombe,�that�could�decipher�encrypted�German�
communications.�Breaking�these�codes�contributed�to�a�
sudden reduction in Allied ships lost in the Atlantic, but this 
turn of events compelled senior German naval leadership to 
demand redoubling encryption security, temporarily frustrating 
British�intelligence.86 

Ultimately, the anticipated cracking of encryption by quantum 
computers�must�be�treated�as�a�current�threat.�Any�data�stolen�
today that has been encrypted with a non-quantum resistant 
algorithm will eventually be accessible to an adversary with a 

large-scale�quantum�computer.�As�the�National�Institute�of�
Standards�and�Technology�(NIST)�notes,�once�that�computing�
threshold has been crossed, “nothing can be done to protect 
the�confidentiality�of�encrypted�material�that�was�previously�
stored�by�an�adversary.”87  

HOW CHINESE CYBER ACTIVITY MIGHT PREPARE FOR 
THE ENCRYPTION-CRACKING MILESTONE

Chinese actors may soon increasingly target encrypted data 
with intelligence longevity in anticipation of future quantum 
decryption�capabilities.�Relevant�data�would�very�likely�include�
classified�data,�as�it�may�reveal�intelligence�community�
sources and methods with long-term sensitivities, weapon 
designs�and�specifications,�facilities,�employees,�and�
immutable identifying information, like Social Security 
numbers�and�biometric�authentication�identifiers.�
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Further Advancements 
with Quantum Computing 
(Unknown Timeframe)

QUANTUM-ASSISTED AI IS THEORETICAL AND AT 
THE FAR EDGE OF QUANTUM COMPUTERS’ 
DEVELOPMENT

Quantum-assisted�AI�would�require�substantial�engineering�
and�computer�science�advancements�to�become�useful.�Some�
researchers�argue�that�while�even�modest�NISQ�computers�
theoretically�possess�sufficient�computational�power�to�
perform machine learning, the amount of error correction 
required�renders�them�practically�unusable.88�Consequently,�AI�
on quantum systems will likely require an as-of-yet-unknown 
large�number�of�highly�stable�or�error-corrected�qubits.89�New�
forms�of�memory,�tentatively�dubbed�QRAM,�very�likely�must�
be created in order to convert huge classical datasets into data 
stored�on�qubits.90�Finally,�new�quantum-assisted�AI�models�
must be developed that are demonstrably faster than classical 
AI�models�before�quantum-assisted�AI�is�deemed�worth-
while.91�For�this�reason,�as�a�January�2021�paper�in�Nature 
observed, “Quantum computers may be able to speed up 
complicated�calculations�on�small�datasets�(for�example,�
finding�the�best�Bayesian�network)�but�have�less�advantage�in�
solving�problems�on�large�datasets.”92 

Reflecting�the�high�number�of�open�questions,�it�is�unclear�
when, if ever, quantum computing will meaningfully impact 
AI.�In�2021,�for�example,�a�team�of�researchers�from�several�
Indian�universities�found�that�quantum�computing�holds�great�
promise�for�AI�and�machine�learning,�but�relevant�research�is�
largely�theoretical�with�hardly�any�experiments�demonstrating�
how�it�would�be�practically�used.93�The�European�Union’s�
Quantum Flagship, however, estimates that quantum 
computers will outperform supercomputers at optimization 
problems�related�to�AI�by�around�2030.94 

CHINA IS WELL POSITIONED TO DEVELOP  
NEXT-GENERATION AI

China�is�well�positioned�to�advance�as�a�global�leader�in�AI.�In�
recent years, Chinese researchers have annually published more 
research�papers�on�AI�than�any�other�country,�accounting�for�
about�a�third�of�all�AI�publications.95�But,�perhaps�more�
important than basic research, China has the most critical assets 
for�AI�industry�dominance:�a�skilled�workforce�and�data.96 

Skilled software developers, data scientists, and engineers are 
necessary to leverage the generally publicly available models 
that�power�AI.�Chinese�universities�annually�graduate�more�
than�twice�as�many�computer�science�students�than�do�U.S.�
universities.�Foreign�critics,�however,�often�assess�that�
U.S.-educated�computer�science�graduates�outperform�their�
Chinese�counterparts.97 As of 2019, China is home to the 
second�largest�number�of�AI�vendors,�behind�the�United�
States, which plays an important role in driving innovation 
and�maturing�and�retaining�talent.98 

AI’s�quality�improves�with�more�data�for�training.�China’s�
limited regulatory regard for personal privacy,99�for�example,�
has facilitated the sale of biometric data, contributing to a big 
market�for�AI�firms�performing�visual,�facial,�and�auditory�
recognition.100 The availability of data, plus skilled data 
workers,�creates�a�virtuous�cycle�for�building�China’s�AI�
industry, where the resulting superior models attract more 
customers�with�more�data,�which�improves�the�models.101  
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QUANTUM-ASSISTED AI WOULD LIKELY BE USED BY 
CHINESE SECURITY SERVICES, IF EVER DEVELOPED

To�be�sure,�the�absence�of�quantum-assisted�AI�has�not�
prevented�threat�actors�from�exploiting�current�AI�capabilities�to�
create�near-term�risk.�The�National�Security�Commission�on�
Artificial�Intelligence�stated�that�AI-powered�analytics�applied�to�
the�routinely�stolen�data�of�U.S.�businesses,�citizens,�and�
agencies might be used to track, manipulate, and coerce 
individuals.�The�reach�of�China’s�big�data�analytics,�surveillance,�
and�propaganda�capabilities�can�be�extended�beyond�China’s�
borders�and�used�against�foreigners,�the�panel�noted.102  

That said, Chinese intelligence and national agencies may 
eventually be drawn to the numerous theoretical uses of 
quantum-�assisted�AI.�We�can�extrapolate�from�known�existent�
uses�of�classical�AI�and�large�data�analysis�by�state�security�
agencies�for�possible�future�focuses.�Domestic�surveillance�

might�use�quantum-assisted�AI�to�improve�automated�facial,�
text,�and�speech�analysis�to�identify�individuals�of�concern.�
This activity encompasses tracking of certain minority 
populations,�automated�identification�of�unlawful�activity,�and�
scaling�the�country’s�social�credit�system.103 Similarly, 
quantum-assisted�AI�might�empower�Chinese�counterintelli-
gence�(CI)�and�human�intelligence�(HUMINT)�activities.�Over�
the last decade, these activities likely increasingly relied on the 
analysis�of�huge—sometimes�stolen—datasets�of�financial,�
medical, and other information to identify foreign intelligence 
officers�and�informants,�as�well�as�targets�for�recruitment.104 
Such�quantum-assisted�AI�adoption�would�likely�accelerate�
Chinese cyber operators’ collection of massive datasets from 
increasingly�diverse�targets�globally.�Until�more�progress�is�
made in demonstrating the superiority of quantum-assisted 
AI,�it�will�likely�not�shape�Chinese�cyber�activities.�
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DEPLOY CONTINUOUS THREAT MODELING

Evaluate�how�the�changing�intentions�of�a�top-tier�adversary�
affiliated�with�the�Chinese�government�may�impact�your�
organization’s�risk�posture.�In�short,�determine�whether�
changing threat actor interest due to quantum developments 
affects�risk�around�your�high-value�assets.�Assess�whether�
controls�acceptably�minimize�risk�and�adjust�accordingly.�
Going forward, use strategic threat intelligence to maintain 
awareness of activity targeting similar data across sectors and 
to�predict�and�defend�against�specific�evolving�tactics.

This�report�identified�two�main�areas�of�data-confidentiality�
threats�related�to�this�adversary�class.�

• First, there will likely be an increase over this decade in the 
theft of data that can be used for quantum simulators. 
Organizations�with�this�sort�of�data�tend�to�be�involved�in�
research and development related to pharmaceuticals, 
biology,�materials-science,�and�chemistry.�Many�of�these�
organizations in the government, commercial, and 
academic sectors are already using this sort of data for 
simulation�using�classical�computers.�Especially�likely�targets�
will tend to align with Chinese economic and national 
security priorities, such as those developing pharmaceuti-
cals,�fertilizers,�and�high-performance�materials.�

• Second, there will likely be increased theft or interception 
of encrypted data with long-term intelligence value. 
Although stolen data tends to have a limited shelf life, some 
may be useful for a state adversary more than a decade in 
the�future.�Examples�include�long-term�business�strategies,�
trade�secrets,�biometric�identification�markers,�Social�
Security�Numbers,�sealed�criminal�records,�weapon�designs,�
and�the�identities�of�human�intelligence�officers�and�assets.�If�
an organization holds data that must be kept secret for more 
than�10�years,�the�process�of�securing�it�must�start�now.

DEVELOP AN ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY FOR 
DEPLOYING POST-QUANTUM ENCRYPTION

The�NIST�intends�to�publish�standards�for�post-quantum�
(a.k.a.�quantum-resistant)�encryption�by�the�end�of�2021�and�
finalize�them�by�about�2024.105�NIST�has�noted�that�deploying�
modern public-key cryptography infrastructure required two 
decades�of�efforts106 and upgrading to post-quantum cryptog-
raphy�will�also�have�a�very�long�timeline.�The�transition�will�
likely necessitate highly disruptive changes to communications 
protocols, schemes, and infrastructures over at least a 
decade.107,108 A transition strategy should include 

inventorying all cryptography-dependent systems and applica-
tions;�identifying,�mapping,�and�categorizing�data�flows;�
establishing a timeline for deploying quantum-resistant 
encryption; and securing the human, technology, and mone-
tary�resources�necessary�to�implement�this�strategy.

EDUCATE YOUR PEOPLE ON QUANTUM COMPUTING 
AND MAINTAIN AWARENESS

Quantum computers are non-intuitive, relying on unfamiliar 
physics to solve problems in ways wholly unlike the computers 
before�them.�Their�programming�and�technology�stacks�look�
radically�different�from�classical�computers,�and�their�capabili-
ties are mostly understood presently from a theoretical 
perspective,�rather�than�demonstrated�practical�application.�
This uncertainty about quantum computing is common 
among�executives.�As�Gartner®�states�the�result�of�asking�for�
the�views�of�CEOs�and�senior�executives�on�quantum�
computing�“Nearly�a�third�appear�to�agree�that�it�will�be�highly�
relevant�to�their�long-range�business�plans.�If�that�is�so,�then�
how precisely will it have a bearing? They probably sense that 
something big is going on with it—but don’t yet know really 
what�that�will�be.�That’s�why�smart�technology�executive�
leaders�must�find�their�way�into�the�room�when�the�postpan-
demic�business�strategy�discussions�are�happening.”109 

Government�leaders�also�need�more�insight.�At�the�direction�
of Congress, the DoD is conducting a comprehensive assess-
ment in 2021 on current and future risks posed by quan-
tum-computing�technologies.110 “Quantum computing is 
going to revolutionize a whole array of issues with implications 
for�national�security,”�the�Pentagon’s�policy�chief�has�said.111 

Changes in quantum computers will likely appear dramatically 
rather than as some smooth evolution—creating substantial 
exposure�to�strategic�surprise�as�a�major�source�of�risk.�A�
failure�to�understand�and�monitor�the�growing�significance�of�
quantum computing may result in missed opportunities to 
make�necessary�proactive�risk�decisions.�Maintaining�aware-
ness of quantum computing’s development may have the 
added�benefit�of�revealing�opportunities�for�strategic�invest-
ments in new business enablers, ventures, and other green-
field�opportunities.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S
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C O N C L U S I O N

Quantum�computing�will�shape�the�behavior�of�adversaries�with�access�to�it.� 
This�technology,�however,�will�not�change�the�key�drivers�of�state-aligned�cyber�activity.�
Quantum computing will not change core national priorities like supporting strategic 
domestic industries, nor will it fundamentally alter security agency functions like 
espionage,�counterintelligence,�and�domestic�security.�

Rather,�quantum computing’s novel ways for rapidly analyzing data and solving 
problems will empower adversaries with new tools—and change how they value 
certain data. Data that seemed inaccessible due to encryption will eventually be 
readable.�Data�that�gives�insights�into�the�properties�of�novel�chemicals,�viruses,�and�
materials�will�become�powerful�inputs�for�critical�industries.�Datasets�that�were�too�large�
to�analyze�could�offer�new�meaning.�State-aligned�cyber�threat�actors�will�therefore�likely�
steal�or�intercept�such�data�to�advance�their�organizational�missions�and�national�priorities.�

Chinese�cyber�threat�activities�will�very�likely�reflect�these�changing�perspectives.� 
The country’s government and commercial sector have, over the past decade, invested 
heavily�in�developing�quantum�technologies�and�novel�uses�for�them.�Public�sources�
for�more�than�a�decade�have�documented�the�country’s�threat�actors�affiliated�with�
intelligence and security services using cyber operations to advance their diverse 
missions�by�collecting�classified�and�sensitive�data�from�diverse�government�and�
commercial�organizations�globally.�

Most of quantum computing’s potential lies more than a decade in the future—but 
risk�management�must�start�now.�China’s�likely�expectation�of�being�able�to�eventually�
decrypt�stolen�data�creates�immediate�security�risk�for�classified�and�sensitive�data� 
with�long-term�value.�Within�a�decade,�it�will�likely�be�worthwhile�to�steal�data�that�can�
be�fed�into�quantum�simulators,�generating�innovations�to�drive�Chinese�industry.� 
By�understanding�quantum�computing’s�influence�on�adversary�behavior�over�the�
coming years, strategic organizational leaders can take informed steps now to improve 
their long-term security posture and limit strategic surprise from quantum computing’s 
likely�sudden�developments.
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CHANGES IN QUANTUM COMPUTERS WILL LIKELY APPEAR 
DR AMATICALLY R ATHER THAN AS SOME SMOOTH EVOLUTION—
CREATING SUBSTANTIAL EXPOSURE TO STR ATEGIC SURPRISE 
AS A MAJOR SOURCE OF RISK.
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